
Dear friends of the world trip by bicycle,

we are sitting in the shade on the veranda of a small beach bar, somewhere in the
countryside of Extremadura. At a lake called Los Llanos. Never heard of it? Neither did
we! But it is wonderfully peaceful here: After Jack Johnson, now Frankie Chavez is
singing a song called "Sweet Life", which is just fitting perfectly: A mild breeze makes the
leaves of Gabriel's many plants rustle softly and his colorful hammocks swing gently
back and forth. In a tree he there is a sign that says (translated) "Don't wait for the
perfect moment. Take the moment and make it perfect." Right next to the tree Findus
lolls half asleep on the warm wooden planks. And in the distance the lake sparkles
between the hills in the blazing Spanish sun. Siiiigh - life can sometimes be too beautiful! 

By the way, Gabriel is the owner of the bar, and he left it to us for two nights. The season
is already over, the bar is closed and we are all alone here. But that's exactly what we
needed right now: a little peaceful rest! We are allowed to use the outdoor shower and
tomorrow we will lie all day in the hammocks to read, splash around in the lake with
Findus and recover from 10 days of cycling. Oh, yes – we didn't tell you about Findus yet!
We have to!! But first we tell you about the last big adventure: Sailing!

1) Crossing Canary Islands - Rabat / 1,300 nautical miles through the water!!!

According to our plan we sailed with Steffen on the SELINARIS from Fuerteventura via
Gran Canaria to Rabat in Morocco, right after our home vacation. Against the wind and
against the current, for the sailors among you. So it was pretty rough sailing! From
Canaries to Morocco we spent 11 days at sea. We also made a short stop on Madeira
(Portugal!). A wind gauge on the top of the mast broke and Steffen wanted to repair it.
By the way, it's quite normal for a sailboat to break a lot of things, he says ("At sea
everything will break earlier or later!"). By the way, we also noticed that. Our mobile
phone charging cable oxidized by the salt water and died, Magdas Birkenstocks did not
survive the trip either. Fortunately our most important goods survived the crossing
without any damage: our “steel camels”! 

2) A short break in Rabat

Rabat has blown our minds! It was as if we had been catapulted back into a mix of Iran
and Turkey. As we entered the marina, the fishermen shouted "Welcome to Morocco!



from all sides, the people in Rabat were all extremely
friendly, the mosques looked magnificent and splendid and
full of filigree mosaics, just as we remembered them, the
markets exploded from all the dates and nuts and different
types of deliciously sticky baklava. New for us was the
Tajine, a typical Moroccan clay pot, in which oriental-spicy
meat and vegetable dishes are cooked over the fire.
Delicious! What was also new for us was that Rabat is the
capital of Morocco. Up to now we always thought it was
Marrakech?! But Valeria and Jan, our new fellow sailors,
knew that – because they booked flights there, to sail the
from Rabat to Tarifa together with us and Steffen. Valeria
is an Italian girl who found Steffen via findacrew.net. And
Jan - yeah, Jan is a friend of ours from Münster! Finally
again someone from home managed to come and visit us. It
was very spontaneous but thus made us even more happy!

3) Crossing Rabat – Tarifa / 400 nautical miles through the water!!!

Without seasickness we went on towards Spanish mainland for the next 72 hours, again
against the wind and the waves. The night shifts became more relaxed (because now
with more crew we could alternate more often), but the wind increased again. So after
crossing the Strait of Gibraltar we could admire the kitesurfers in Tarifa from the boat
with 30 knots of wind. After an elegant mooring in the harbour basin we finally made it:
We and the bikes had survived the 3.000km, which we sailed through the Atlantic. By
the way, there was also a moment of crisis: the only toilet on the boat gave up the ghost.
We then took it apart at sea, dismantled it into their individual parts and cleaned it
perfectly. Yes, you can imagine it just like you do now, it was very, very disgusting, haha!
But in retrospect we really enjoyed the repairs – afterwards we laughed a lot about how
we were poking around in the stinking mud with the screwdrivers... We considered this
experience to be another experience for life: it definitely lowered our disgust threshold
forever, so the next disgusting job to do, will be “a piece of cake”! 

4) Non-stop cycling through Andalusia and Extremadura

After three days of rest in Tarifa we continued by bike, first in the direction of Madrid.
Since 10 days we have been riding every day and
pedalling over the mountains of Andalusia. But as
beautiful as the landscape here is, especially on the
railway tracks (“vias verdes”), it is very exhausting to hop
along the gravel tracks with 5km/h. We only cycled for a
few kilometres on big highways. But there fate struck
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again: a small, skinny but very cheerful young dog howled on the roadside when he saw
us passing by. And yes, you can probably guess what happened then. When Magda saw
the black puppy, with his big eyes and his fluffy little ears, there was no discussion.
Findus had to be taken care of! And because he followed us on every step of the way
right from the start and even stayed on the carrier in his cardboard box without
problems, the three of us have been cycling towards Madrid together for a week now. 

5) TV Time

In our last newsletter we promised you a clip about our visit at the Lokalzeit
Münsterland. You can find the clip now here on Patreon or as always four weeks later
here on our YouTube channel.

We send you many greetings and some warm sunbeams from Spain!

Magda and Manu

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCL_PhQtsZPH5Yb3kaTOmRSw?disable_polymer=true
https://www.patreon.com/piggybackriders
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